
CUSTOM 

MINTING



The Highland Mintʼs 50,000 square foot, state of the art 
facility, is located in Melbourne, Florida. Our Complete array 
of services allows us to take any job from start to finish. Our 
in-house capabilities include layout, design, sculpting, die 
making, processing of precious and non-precious metal, stock 
tooling of different shapes and sizes, and colorization. We 
also offer packaging and fulfillment services.

About



Our highly skilled art department offers 
a wide range of services that transform 
your concepts and ideas into custom 
layouts for your approval. Artwork can 
be submitted as photographs, black 
and white line art, or drawings. Our 
artists will then create layouts and 
designs to illustrate what your coin will 
look like. After your approval, a die is 
then created by either hand sculpting 
your vision into clay or via laser 
technology.  Based on the artwork and 
your budget, our artists will determine 
the best way to transform your custom 
artwork into a coin that we can both be 
proud of.

Our facilities include an in-house tool 
and die shop, which possess the 
necessary equipment and skilled 
craftsman to offer you complete service; 
we can quickly satisfy any of your 
requirements. We have the capability to 
antique, brush, lacquer, color, or offer 
proof like variations of the same coin. 
Our wide array of stock tooling allows 
us the flexibility to offer you coin sizes 
ranging from 10mm to over 3.5 inches. 
If necessary custom sizes can be made. 
Our presses range from 350 tons to 
1600 tons (3.2 million pounds per 
square inch) allowing us the ability to 
strike any dimension or thickness 
required, a flexibility that is second to 
none in the industry.

Art Department Facilities



Ingot Silver Plate

Two-Tone

We offer a virtually endless variety of 
product options: from different types of 
products to sizes, depths, finishes, color 
applications, framing, and packaging, we 
can work with you to fulfill your request.

Product Options



Our wide array of stock tooling allows us the flexibility to offer you sizes ranging from 
10mm to over 3.5 inches. Our in-house tool and die shop, possess the necessary 
equipment and skilled craftsman to offer you complete service that can quickly satisfy 
any of your requirements. 

Coin Sizes



A wide array of Coin Finishes



Our skilled craftsman can design layouts that enhance 
your piece of art. Options include multiple frame sizes 
and thicknesses, color and suede matting, embedded 
coin and nameplates; the options are endless.  

Suede and color matting can be cut to fit your picture, 
text or work of art. We can add multiple layers of 
matting to help enhance the color and prestige of your 
frame. 

Custom Framing



    Color Applications



When you have a unique idea or request, contact us! We would love 
to work with you to bring your idea to fruition.

Outside The Box



We offer stunning etched glass and acrylic custom laser engraving. Our 
multitalented team can design artwork or images that can be brought to life 
with our software. The images are then uploaded to our high-tech machinery 
which laser engraves your product with extreme precision.

Etched Glass &  Acrylic Custom Laser Engraving



We also offer merchandise packaging that highlights the specialty 
of the coins. These beautiful presentations include black velour 
boxes, wooden boxes, clear top cherry wood boxes, coin pouches, 
acrylic coin cards, hanging boxes, and much more! Clear capsules 
are also available in various sizes to help preserve the condition of 
the coins.  

Two-Tone

Plastic Clam Shell Clear Top Cherry Wood Box

With Suede Matting and 
Clear Capsule!

Coin Pouch Hanging Box

Merchandising Solutions



Luxury, Retail, Souvenirs or Promotions. 
We specialize in top of the line custom coins and framed products!

Made in the USA

All manufacturing in house, no outsourcing 

 Minting
 Matting
  Framing

                       Photography Printing
Design

UV printing capabilities
Facilities in Melbourne, Florida

Quick turn-around
No Minimum orders

4100 N. Riverside Dr. • Melbourne, FL 32937 
TEL 1-800-544-6135 • 321-773-2727 

FAX 321-777-9500




